
LOYALTY DRIVERS CREATE ATTITUDES
LEADING TO MEASURABLE BEHAVIOURS

 AN OVERVIEW 



CONSUMER LOYALTIES
ARE SHIFTING 

In the last two years, the pandemic has created a sea change in how 
consumers find information, make buying decisions and shop.
As a result, building consumer loyalty has never been more important 
or more challenging. 

In this climate of change, do we know what truly drives customer 
loyalty? Or are we still working with the old playbook of just points 
and rewards? 
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A POWERFUL
BENCHMARK TO
ASSESS CONSUMER
LOYALTY 

Epsilon Loyalty Index is an objective, accurate, and robust measurement of 
true customer loyalty and its underlying drivers. The strategic benefits of 
the index are: 

Now, loyalty marketers can 
leverage a benchmark that 
allows them to measure 
their brand against the best 
in their category.   

Challenge #3:Provides a benchmark

Ultimately, brands can control 
the levers that align with their 
brand strategy like “increasing 
top of mind recall” or “making 
consumers feel rewarded”.
Use 13 loyalty drivers to 
increase probability of 
impacting consumer loyalty in 
the moments that matter. 

Challenge #3:The power to predict

The index is based on underlying 
consumer attitudes to various facets 
of loyalty, enabling brands to do more 
of what truly matters and create 
relevant differentiation. 

Challenge #3:Rooted in consumer perspectives
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A HOLISTIC
BENCHMARK,
EPSILON LOYALTY
INDEX INTEGRATES
THREE FACETS OF
TRUE CUSTOMER
LOYALTY. Loyalty Drivers of two kinds – Fundamentals and Accelerators – can shape

a consumer’s attitude to a brand. 

A consumer’s attitude consists of Share of Mind, Share of Heart, and Share of 
Value. We combine these three elements to get what we call attitudinal loyalty
or the single, culminating Epsilon Loyalty Index. 

This index predicts how consumers will ultimately behave towards your brand.
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LOYALTY DRIVERS
ATTITUDINAL LOYALTY
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Which Predicts behaviourThat forms the Epsilon Loyalty indexLoyalty drivers shape attitude



THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE STANDARD
Combines statistics and 
machine learning to 
correlate loyalty drivers, 
attitudes & behaviour

Empirically proves the 
impact of attitudinal loyalty 
on behavioural loyalty 

Offers ONE category index 
that brands can measure 
against to know strengths 
and improvement areas 

2001 Consumers 4 Categories
Apparel | Beauty | Grocery | Banking

40 Brands
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS: WHAT ATTITUDINAL FACTORS PREDICT LOYALTY BEHAVIOUR?  

Share of Mind is more 
likely to predict loyalty 
behaviour. But Share of 
Heart is not far behind.
Did you know ‘alignment of 
values’ contributes 12% to 
behavioural loyalty?
Are brands doing enough 
to show they reflect 
modern consumer values 
like sustainability? 

Apparel
Retail

Feels Rewarded 8%

Intent to Visit 22%

Top of Mind
15%

Willingness
to Pay 8%

Enjoyable
Experience

11%

Reflects Personal
Value 12%Understands

Needs 11%

SHARE
OF MIND

37%

SHARE
OF VALUE

29%

*94%
BEHAVIORAL

LOYALTY

SHARE OF
HEART 34%

Value for
Money 13%
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Compared to Apparel, 
Share of Mind is a far 
bigger predictor of loyalty 
in the Beauty segment at 
51%. In fact, the ‘Intent to 
visit the store’ can 
contribute 30% to actual 
behavioural loyalty.
Are brands doing enough 
to inspire consumers to 
visit the store? 

Beauty
Retail

SHARE
OF MIND

51%

SHARE
OF VALUE

32%

SHARE OF
HEART 17%

*94%
BEHAVIORAL

LOYALTY

Intent to Visit
30%

Enjoyable
Experience

17%

Feels
Rewarded

18%

Top of Mind
21%

Value for
Money 13%



Willingness 
to Pay 8%

SHARE
OF MIND

48%

SHARE
OF VALUE

21%

SHARE
OF HEART

31%

*98%
BEHAVIORAL

LOYALTY

Intent to Visit
23%

Top of Mind
17%

Feels
Rewarded

13%

Reflects
Personal

Values 9%

Understands
Needs 10%

Enjoyable
Experience

12%

Will
Recommend

8%
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Interestingly, the 3rd most 
important predictor of 
behavioural loyalty is the 
feeling of being rewarded 
as a result of engaging with 
the brand. Are brands 
doing enough to make 
consumers have
a rewarding experience 
while shopping with them? 

Grocery 
Retail



*92%
BEHAVIORAL

LOYALTY

SHARE
OF MIND

73%

SHARE
OF HEART

20%

SHARE
OF

VALUE
7%

Price
Sensitivity 7%

Top of Mind
45%

Reflects
Personal Values 9%

Understands
Needs 11%

Repeats Visits
28%
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More than any other 
category, ‘Top of Mind’ 
awareness has a whopping 
45% contribution to overall 
loyalty behaviour.
Are brands using online 
channels to ensure they 
stay top of mind with their 
customers and prospects?

Consumer
Banking
Retail



MANY PATHS
TO THE LOYALTY PRIZE  

This is just the tip of the iceberg. What’s interesting about the 
attitudinal loyalty wheels for every category is that there is a larger 
cluster of factors and insights at play. Marketers can take different 
paths to building loyalty and create an edge to their differentiation. 
With consumers turning more experimental and the rise of digital-first 
brands, Epsilon Loyalty Index empowers marketers to work against an 
accurate, user-centric benchmark, see how they stack up versus their 
competitors, and increase their chances of success. Many brands are 
doing just that and the deeper report will present it all in detail.
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